CO-CONSPIRATOR DUANE REASONER

In July 2009 Hasan was transferred to Fort Hood for
deployment to Iraq or Afghanistan. His supervisor,
Captain Naomi Surman recalled his telling her that as
an infidel she who would be "ripped to shreds" and
"burn in hell." Another person reports his declaring
that infidels should be beheaded and have boiling oil poured down their
throats. At Fort Hood Hasan made contact with 18-year-old Duane Scott
Reasoner. Reasoner is an African-American Army brat and Muslim convert
from Copperas Cove, Texas. Prior to moving to Texas Duane’s father was
stationed at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. Aberdeen Proving
Ground is the Army's oldest active proving ground, one of the world's
foremost research development, testing, and training facilities for military
weapons and equipment. After evening prayers Hasan would often buy a
fish dinner for Reasoner at the Golden Corral, a chain buffet restaurant.
Besides mentioning that he prayed for a wife, the conversation almost
never strayed from religion, Reasoner said, describing Hasan as warm and
caring.1 “He felt he was supposed to quit, in the Koran, it says you are not
supposed to have alliances with Jews or Christians, and if you are killed in
the military fighting against Muslims, you will go to hell.” Manager Vera
Brooks said Hasan, dressed in typical civilian clothes, was a regular there,
eating by himself almost every weekend. The night before the shootings,
Hasan and Reasoner went as usual to the Golden Corral. Reasoner said
Hasan acted as he always did. No red flags. "Nothing was out of the
ordinary," he said. This was a lie. Contrast his with what he told the BBC
after the event,
“I’m not going to condemn Nidal for what he did. I don’t know
why he did it. I will not, absolutely not, condemn him for what he
had done though. If he had done it for selfish reasons I still will
not condemn him. He’s my brother in the end. I will never
condemn him. Well, that’s the way it is. I don’t speak for the
community here but me personally I will not condemn him. They
(the victims) were troops who were going to Afghanistan and Iraq
to kill Muslims. I honestly have no pity for them. It’s just like the

1. http://www.stripes.com/article.asp?section=104&article=65920

majority of the people that will hear this, after five or six minutes
they’ll be shocked, after that they’ll forget about them and go on
their day.”

Reasoner acted as an internet intermediary between Hasan and
domestic Islamist terrorists. Brian Ross of ABC News reported that in
March of 2007, Duane created a YouTube account under the name
"ooklepookle." He has used the handle on other accounts as well, but they
can always be traced back to Duane Reasoner Jr. On his YouTube
account, Reasoner chose as favorites 14 different videos by Anwar alAwlaki along with videos featuring Osama Bin Laden, the Taliban, Shayk
Omar Abdul Rahman and Adam Gadahn; a once-Jewish member of Al
Qaeda. In December 2008, Reasoner created a profile on Stickam.com.
Under personal tags, he wrote "extremist, fundamentalist, mujahedeen,
Muslim." He posted a picture of the U.S. Capitol in ruins, as well as a
picture of a Muslim warrior on horseback and a rendering of the "Sword of
Tawheed."
On his MySpace account, created in March 2008, Reasoner called
himself "Salah ad-Din," after the famous Muslim Sultan who won back
Jerusalem from the Crusaders. Reasoner also referred to himself as "Salah
ad-Din" on Facebook. On an unknown date, Reasoner created a
photobucket.com account. Among the photos on that account is a
composite shot of Osama Bin Laden's head rearing above the White
House, which is surrounded by flames and armed men in Arab dress. The
picture is captioned "Osama caliphate." Another picture shows the White
House with an Islamic flag above it and the caption "Nation under Islamic
Law." On an unknown date Reasoner became a subscriber to the YouTube
channel of a YouTube user named Sahab929 who posted videos of alQaeda leaders Osama Bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri. "Sahab" is the
name of the media company that produces al-Qaeda's videos. Ooklepookle
also visited anti-Israel websites and used proxy servers.

REASONER CONTACTED AL-KHATTAB ON THE SAME DAY HASAN
BOUGHT THE GUN

On August 1, 2009, in response to a video that was posted on
YouTube by user IslamicRevolution TV, "ooklepookle" posted the
comment, "Ya Abdullah do you have any vids on martyrdom operations
or the ruling on them." The user answered, "No I don't but look around
online on the Jihadi blogs."2 Hasan purchased the murder weapon on
August 1, 2009. IslamicRevolution TV is the media arm of
RevolutionMuslim. On August 23, 2009 al-Awlaki was banned from
speaking via teleconference at a London event to raise money for Muslims
held in Guantanamo Bay.

Because the Hasan investigation was closed the FBI did not
know of the association between Hasan and Reasoner. Had it
investigated further and discovered this relationship it might
have become clear that Hasan was in indirect communication
with RevolutionMuslim, which is run by foulest moral
degenerate in America, Yousef al-Khattab, a convert to Islam formerly
known as Joseph Leonard Kaplan. Kaplan spent a good deal of his youth in
a New Jersey mental hospital then joined Neturei Karta, a group of Jews
who believe that the destruction of the State of Israel will bring about the
coming of the Messiah. He was the chauffeur for Neturei Karta “Rabbi”
Joseph Freiman when they all lived together in Washington Heights. While
Frieman was in the car he would propagandize this weak minded fool about
how Hamas were "heroes for blowing Jews up in Israel" sic and other proHamas, pro-Arab terror statements that sunk into Kaplan’s easy to fill
empty mind. Kaplan left Washington Heights for Satmar Williamsburg,
Brooklyn. It was no great leap from this traitor with a yarmulke to out and
out defection to Islam. Soon after he flew to Israel converted and officially
joined the Arab Nazis of Al Qaeda, all as part of his goal to try and murder
2. http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/hasans-friend-proclaimed-extremist/story?id=9100187&page=3

Jews! Yousef al-Khattab promotes violence and he has advocated attacks
on synagogues, throwing drain cleaner at Jews, attacking Jewish social
institutions and more. The way he gets away with it is that he phrases
everything as a prayer, “I pray to Allah that Jewish babies burn!” and his
makes it fall under Freedom of Religion. As a result of these threats he has
received widespread media coverage.
AL-KHATTAB’S TERRORIST ASSOCIATES
Neil Bryant Vinas, a young New Yorker who has pleaded guilty to
plotting to attack trains on the Long Island Rail Road, met with alKhattab. Al-Khattab said Vinas and “some brothers” traveled to
Atlantic City, New Jersey, and had dinner with him. Al-Khattab
said they considered him something of a hero because he left
Israel and converted to Islam. Al-Khattab also influenced Tarek Mehanna,
now under indictment in Boston, Massachusetts, on charges of conspiracy
to provide material support to terrorists, and Tarek’s friend, Daniel
Maldonado, who pleaded guilty before a federal judge in Texas to receiving
military training from Islamic militants in Somalia. Al-Khattab received this
letter from Mehanna:
26th of Dhu al-Qa'dah, 1430 / 14th of November,
2009. In the Name of Allah, I praise Allah and
invoke peace and blessings on the Messenger
of Allah. First of all, I would like to thank you all
from the bottom of my heart for your immense
support. Each and every person who is praying for my family and
I, who has written a letter, and who attended a hearing or raised
general awareness of what is going is known to Allah, and I ask
that they each be rewarded with the good of this life and the next,
and that Allah relieves each of you of trials and calamities just as
you have helped to relieve my own...I cannot speak in detail
about the charges and accusations against me, but suffice to say
that nobody who truly knows me would for a second believe the
utter lies and sensationalist garbage that has been peddled
around in the media since my arrest.

Duane has lost his job as a substitute teacher and has gone into
hiding. Without Hasan’s testimony he will probably go free but will have to
be on the lookout for extra-judicial justice as this traitor should have his ass
kicked.

Hasan was transferred to the Darnall Army Medical Center Fort
Hood, Texas for deployment in July 2009 and on August 1, 2009 he
purchased the Belgian made FN Herstal 5.7 pistol he used to perpetrate his
act of mass murder. The FBI was made aware of his purchase but the
information could not be passed on to the Joint Terrorist Taskforce as the
investigation of Hasan had been closed. The second gun was an older
model Smith & Wesson .357-caliber revolver. It was not fired. The revolver
was so old investigators doubted it could be traced to a specific purchase.
It is alleged Hasan had hired an attorney to prevent his deployment but
none has come forward. In November 5, 2009 he perpetrated the Fort
Hood Massacre.
Since Hasan was making jihad he was exempt from Sharia Law. He
had even designed green and white personal business cards that included
his name, then Behavior Heatlh [sic] Mental Health and Life Skills, a
Maryland mobile phone number, an AOL e-mail address, and "SoA (SWT)."
SoA is the jihadi abbreviation for Soldier of Allah and SWT stands for
Subhanahu wa-Ta'ala, or Glory to Him, the Exalted.3 Women employed at
a strip club Starz in Killeen, Texas, told ABC News they remembered
Hasan and that he visited the all-nude club at least three times, bringing his
own six pack of beer. According to the British Telegraph, Mohamed Atta,
the pilot of the first hijacked aircraft that crashed into the World Trade
Centre, and his fellow shaheeds spent some of their time in Las Vegas at
the Olympic Bar, a downtown strip club. Hasan was videotaped dressed in
white prior to the event4 the color traditionally worn by the shaheed. He left
his decrepit apartment complex to attend 6 a.m. prayers at a mosque near
Fort Hood, which was subsequently a garbology target of the FBI. He said
goodbye to fellow Muslims there and asked forgiveness from one man for
any past offenses. He went to a shooting range and emptied out his safe
deposit box. When he committed the act he bowed his head for several
seconds in prayer to Allah, stood up and drew a high-powered pistol. "Allah
Akbar," he said -- "G-D is great." Hasan believed, “Allah created life and
death the He might put you to the test and find out which of you acquitted
himself best.”

3. http://www.danielpipes.org/7763/major-nidal-hasan-islamist-life
4. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1ExEpi7f48

After Hasan’s attack in Fort Hood Al-Awlaki stated,
“Nidal Hassan is a hero. He is a man of conscience who could
not bear living the contradiction of being a Muslim and serving in
an army that is fighting against his own people. This is a
contradiction that many Muslims brush aside and just pretend
that it doesn’t exist. Any decent Muslim cannot live,
understanding properly his duties towards his Creator and his
fellow Muslims, and yet serve as a US soldier. The US is leading
the war against terrorism which in reality is a war against Islam.
Its army is directly invading two Muslim countries and indirectly
occupying the rest through its stooges. Nidal opened fire on
soldiers who were on their way to be deployed to Iraq and
Afghanistan. How can there be any dispute about the virtue of
what he has done? In fact the only way a Muslim could
Islamically justify serving as a soldier in the US army is if his
intention is to follow the footsteps of men like Nidal. The heroic
act of brother Nidal also shows the dilemma of the Muslim
American community. Increasingly they are being cornered into
taking stances that would either make them betray Islam or
betray their nation. Many amongst them are choosing the former.
The Muslim organizations in America came out in a pitiful chorus
condemning Nidal’s operation. “The fact that fighting against the
US army is an Islamic duty today cannot be disputed. No scholar
with a grain of Islamic knowledge can defy the clear cut proofs
that Muslims today have the right -rather the duty- to fight
against American tyranny. Nidal has killed soldiers who were
about to be deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan in order to kill
Muslims. The American Muslims who condemned his actions
have committed treason against the Muslim Ummah and have
fallen into hypocrisy. Allah (swt) says: Give tidings to the
hypocrites that there is for them a painful punishment – Those
who take disbelievers as allies instead of the believers. Do they
seek with them honor [through power]? But indeed, honor
belongs to Allah entirely. (al-Nisa 136-137) The inconsistency of
being a Muslim today and living in America and the West in
general reveals the wisdom behind the opinions that call for
migration from the West. It is becoming more and more difficult
to hold on to Islam in an environment that is becoming more
hostile towards Muslims. May Allah grant our brother Nidal

patience, perseverance and steadfastness and we ask Allah to
accept from him his great heroic act. Ameen.”5

Yemeni journalist Abdulelah Hider Shaea interviewed al-Awlaki in
November 2009, after Al-Awlaki’s website was taken off the internet. AlAwlaki acknowledged his correspondence with Hasan, and said he "neither
ordered nor pressured Maj. Nidal M. Hasan to harm Americans.” This went
against everything Al-Awlaki stood for, violence, mass murder in the name
of Allah. Print, video and audio files of Al-Awlaki’s words have been found
on the private hard drives of terrorism suspects in Canada in 2006 and in
the United States in 2007 and 2008. He also wrote congratulations to al
Shabaab, an Islamic extremist group leading an insurgency in Somalia,
after it apparently used the first U.S.-citizen suicide bomber last fall. AlAwlaki said Hasan arrived at his own conclusions regarding the
acceptability of violence in Islam, and said he was not the one to initiate
this. What else could he have said? Al-Awlaki was under investigation by
the Government of Yemen for his ties to Al-Qaeda. Shaea summarized
their relationship by stating, "Nidal was providing evidence to Anwar, not
vice versa." Asked whether Hasan mentioned Fort Hood as a target in his
e-mails, Shaea declined to comment. Why would the interviewer sent by
the Washington Post to Yemen decline to comment if the emails had not
mentioned Fort Hood?

Referring to a post on his blog praising the shootings after they occurred, al-Alwaki said
he "blessed the act because it was against a military target. And the soldiers who were killed
were not normal soldiers, but those who were trained and prepared to go to Iraq and
Afghanistan."

5. http://www.anwar-alawlaki.com/?p=228

